YOUR FIREPLACE
If your new Mattamy Home includes a
fireplace, please familiarize yourself with
the information below before using it
for the first time. For more information,
please refer to your fireplace manual.

PLEASE NOTE...
If you did not receive your fireplace
manual from your builder, you may find it
underneath the fireplace, located behind
the bottom access grill. If no manual is
found there, please contact your Warranty
Service Office for a replacement.

LIGHTING YOUR FIREPLACE
Your fireplace is equipped with an Electronic Gas Valve which
automatically lights the pilot light. DO NOT try and light the
pilot by hand. Please refer to your fireplace’s Installation
and Operation Instructions manual under Operation/Lighting
Instructions and follow the instructions listed for “Electronic
Gas Valve.”

1ST USE
Your new fireplace will give off an unpleasant odour when
used for the first time. Please be aware, your fireplace must
run for at least 10 hours continuously to cure the paint, oils,
and gasket inside the fireplace. If your fireplace continues to
emit this odour after this first continuous run, we recommend
a second 10-hour burn-off period to rectify the problem. If
you have installed the optional fan kit please make sure it is
on the ‘off’ position during this time.

NOISE
Due to the fact that the gas fireplace is constructed of metal,
there will be noises from the fireplace as it heats up, caused
by the metal expanding, and also as it cools down and the
metal contracts.

CAUTION
Your fireplace can get very hot. A Barrier Screen designed to
reduce the risk of burns from the hot viewing glass is provided
and installed on the fireplace to conform to the new 2015

building code requirements. Please refer to your fireplace’s
Installation and Operations Instructions manual under
“Installing and Removing Glass Door” for more information
on the barrier and glass door removal for cleaning the glass.
Please note, children should never be left unsupervised when
the fireplace is operating.

CLEANING
Your fireplace may also emit strong odours when started
for the first time after the summer, or after long periods
of non-use, due to accumulated dust, etc burning off. To
minimize this, we strongly recommend cleaning the fireplace
by following the instructions in the manual under “General
Maintenance.” You may also find it helpful to remove the
top grill to wipe off the dust and to vacuum underneath the
fireplace through the bottom grill access. When cleaning the
fireplace glass, we recommend you only use “Gas Fireplace
Glass Cleaner,” available at gas fireplace retail stores and
some Canadian Tire stores.

OPTIONAL FAN KIT
If you ordered an “Optional Fan Kit” with your fireplace,
please note that the fan is heat-activated only; therefore,
the fan will only turn on after the fireplace has become hot
enough to activate it. This usually takes approximately 30
minutes. There may also be a switch on the wall, which
must be in the on position to allow the fan to operate.

FOR ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS PLEASE CONTACT YOUR CUSTOMER CARE COORDINATOR BY
CLICKING THE ‘CONTACT US’ LINK OR CALLING 1-877-MATTAMY (1-877-628-8269)

